Says Refugees Should Take Wealth With Them

Editor, The Post:

When the prime minister of Great Britain halted war or staved it off for a while the time gained affected not only his own country but many countries.

Knowing Hitler and his intolerant rule toward the Jewish people, is it any wonder that now the nations are stunned not alone by his treatment of the Jews within his power but the threat outside of Germany to citizens of other nations? Interference with his rule will increase the hardships and penalties now placed on the Jewish people. He will confiscate their property and levy an unbelievable amount on all Jews in Germany and in Austria and Czechoslovakia.

Mr. Hitler should consider the number of Germans in other countries and just remember the treatment that he gives other nationalities can be returned by like treatment on Germans regardless of their creed.

If the United States undertakes to care for the homeless Jews they should ask for all property belonging to the Jews for their own support. Now that would be nothing but pure justice for the United States as we all know has peace but if we are burdened with other nations' cares how long will the peace of the United States last?

MRS. ROSS.